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"National Hispanic Heritage Month celebrates the histories, cultures, and contributions of United States
inhabitants whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central and South America."

EVENTS
CELEBRATE WITH UA
UA is celebrating the 53rd annual
Hispanic-Latinx Heritage Month with
art, books, film, dancing, discussions
about identity and assimilation, and
much more. Click the link above to
view the complete list.

FIESTA BIRMINGHAM
Alabama’s largest celebration of
Hispanic culture and heritage will take
place Saturday, Sept. 25, 2021, from
noon to 8 p.m. at Birmingham’s Linn
Park. Fiesta provides the opportunity
for more than 15,000 patrons to
journey through 20 represented
countries and experience the best of
Hispanic art, music, food and dance.

U.S. Hispanic/Latinx Population is over 65 million
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Information and Resources
NAMI’s Compartiendo Esperanza Program
Therapy for Latinx
American Society of Hispanic Psychiatry

AN ASSORTMENT OF FUN FACTS
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Chocolate
You can thank Latin America, namely the
Olmec civilization of Mexico, for chocolate.
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Dance
Mambo, salsa, cha-cha-cha, and tango
dances all come from Latin America

Food
The Cuban Sandwich originated about 500
years ago with the Taíno tribe native to Cuba
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Shakira, Shakira
She speaks five languages and her songs
sound better in Spanish (that last part is
more of an opinion)

Football
Fútbol (soccer) is a major cultural institution in the
Hispanic world, of which Messi is considered a
god (although the Pope disagrees)

RECIPES

For meat lovers
Ropa Vieja, which
translates to old clothes, is
a Cuban dish consisting of
shredded beef and veggies
that looks like old rags but
I promise tastes much
better.

For vegetarians

For the sweet tooth

If your plantains are ripe
and yellow, try maduros
(fried sweet plantains). If
they are green, try their
crispy cousins tostones.

Tres Leches is a staple of
Latin desserts, but did
you know about (even
sweeter) Cuatro Leches?

Music
MEDIA
Movies |
Roma (Netflix)

Ixcanul (Amazon)

Pelo Malo (Amazon)

Tv Shows |
Love, Victor (Hulu)

Gentefied (Netflix)

One day at a Time (Netflix)

dOCUMENTARIES |
Paper Children (YouTube)
Mala Mala (Amazon)

Through his music, Puerto Rican trap rapper Bad
Bunny has been actively challenging gender
stereotypes and machismo culture as well as
bringing attention to important social issues,
including violence against women, LGBTQ+ rights, and
mental health.
Patria y Vida is the protest song behind the 2021 S.O.S
Cuba movement seeking to bring awareness to the
worsening humanitarian crisis affecting the Cuban
people. A collaboration between exiled musicians and
artists living on the island, the song's title takes
back the slogan that defined the Cuban revolution
and subsequent oppressive regime: "Homeland or
Death," by the demanding instead Homeland and Life.
To learn more, click here.

Guatemala: Heart of the Mayan World (Netflix)

